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Abstract

Distributed or Cell-free (CF) massive Multiple-Input, Multiple-Output (mMIMO), has been recently proposed

as an answer to the limitations of the current network-centric systems in providing high-rate ubiquitous transmission.

The capability of providing uniform service level makes CF mMIMO a potential technology for beyond-5G and

6G networks. The acquisition of accurate Channel State Information (CSI) is critical for different CF mMIMO

operations. Hence, an uplink pilot training phase is used to efficiently estimate transmission channels. The number

of available orthogonal pilot signals is limited, and reusing these pilots will increase co-pilot interference. This

causes an undesirable effect known as pilot contamination that could reduce the system performance. Hence, a

proper pilot reuse strategy is needed to mitigate the effects of pilot contamination. In this paper, we formulate

pilot assignment in CF mMIMO as a diverse clustering problem and propose an iterative maxima search scheme

to solve it. In this approach, we first form the clusters of User Equipments (UEs) so that the intra-cluster diversity

maximizes and then assign the same pilots for all UEs in the same cluster. The numerical results show the proposed

techniques’ superiority over other methods concerning the achieved uplink and downlink average and per-user data

rate.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Distributed or Cell-free (CF) massive Multiple-Input, Multiple-Output (mMIMO) [1]–[7] has been

considered as one of the potential technologies for beyond-5G (B5G) and 6G wireless networks thanks

to its capability of providing relatively uniform service to the User Equipments (UEs) in the coverage

area. As the name implies, CF systems, unlike traditional cellular networks, do not consider the concepts

of cell or cell boundaries, where a Base Station (BS) serves multiple UEs within its cell coverage. In CF

mMIMO, UEs are jointly served by a relatively larger number of geographically distributed Access Points

(APs) over the same time-frequency resource. CF mMIMO lies at the intersection of different technologies

like mMIMO [8]–[11], Coordinated MultiPoint (CoMP) [12], [13] and Ultra Dense Network (UDN) [14],

[15], combing the best of each technology, while eliminating their deficiencies [4]. CF mMIMO adopts

its physical layer from cellular mMIMO, which brings 10x Spectral Efficiency (SE) improvement over

legacy cellular networks [4]. This gain comes from deploying a massive number of antennas at each

BS, that provide spatial multiplexing for many UEs by digital beamforming. CF mMIMO is inherently

a distributed implementation of co-located mMIMO, where densely developed APs provide service for a

smaller number of UEs with a coherent joint transmission and Time Division Duplexing (TDD) operation.

The procedure takes place in a user-centric (as opposed to network-centric) fashion, where the UEs are

surrounded and served by several APs. The APs are connected to one or multiple central processing units

(CPUs), i.e., edge-cloud processors or cloud radio access network (C-RAN) [16] data centers [17], by high-

capacity fronthaul links where data precoding/decoding operations, synchronization, and other network

management operations take place. The acquisition of accurate Channel State Information (CSI) is critical

for different CF mMIMO operations. Hence, it employs Uplink (UL) pilots to estimate the channel at

the AP while eliminating the Downlink (DL) pilot training phase by considering channel reciprocity.

However, due to the limited number of channel uses in each coherence interval, only a limited number of

orthogonal pilots are available, typically smaller than the number of UEs. The number of available pilots

is independent of the number of UEs and is limited due to the natural channel variation in the time and

frequency domains [18]. Hence, reusing the same pilot for different UEs is inevitable, which introduces
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undesirable effects known as pilot contamination: due to the co-pilot interference among UEs, the fading

channel at the APs can not be accurately estimated.

A. Related Works

Different pilot assignment strategies have already been proposed in the literature to solve this issue. The

most straightforward approach is random pilot assignment [2], where each AP independently assigns a

random pilot to its associated UEs. This is a fully distributed procedure and requires a minimum degree of

centralization and knowledge of the pilots of other UEs, but has the worst performance among different

pilot reuse strategies. Hence, a better pilot assignment policy needs to know other UEs’ (at least its

neighbors) pilots to reduce the effects of pilot contamination. A greedy pilot assignment is proposed

in [2], that iteratively updates the pilot of the UE with minimum rate. A structured pilot assignment

scheme is proposed in [19], that maximizes the minimum distance of the co-pilot UEs. The location

information of the UEs is utilized in location-based greedy pilot assignment [20] to improve the initial

pilot assignment. The pilot assignment is also considered as an interference management problem with

multiple group-casting messages in [21] and then solved by topological pilot assignments where both

known and unknown UE/AP connectivity patterns are considered.

Graph theory has also been used to model pilot assignment in CF mMIMO, where graph coloring [22]

and weight graphic [23] schemes created and employed an interference graph to assign pilots to different

UEs. The authors in [24], [25] used tabu search pilot assignment in CF mMIMO. Pilot assignment can also

be considered as a graph matching problem and then solved by the Hungarian algorithm [26]. A weighted

count-based pilot assignment is presented in [27], that uses the UEs prior geographic information and pilot

power to maximize the pilot reuse weighted distance. A scalable pilot assignment scheme is presented

in [28] to grant massive access in CF mMIMO. Another scalable pilot assignment algorithm based on

deep learning is presented in [29], that uses UEs geographical locations as an input. The authors in [30]

presented a pursuit learning approach for joint pilot allocation and AP association. A pilot assignment

strategy based on quantum bacterial foraging optimization is proposed in [31]. The pilot assignment is
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also considered as a balanced diverse clustering problem in [32] and solved by a repulsive clustering

approach.

B. Motivation and Contributions

The co-pilot interference, in principle, is caused by pilot reuse for similar UEs, i.e., in terms of geo-

graphical proximity and/or similar channel coefficient. Hence, an intelligent pilot assignment scheme could

employ the similarity information to avoid pilot reuse for similar UEs. Motivated by this consideration, in

this paper, we consider pilot assignment as a Diverse Clustering Problem (DCP), which forms the clusters

of UEs with maximized intra-cluster diversity. We then propose an iterative maxima search method to

solve this problem. These clusters are then used for pilot assignments.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

• We formulated the pilot assignment as a DCP: a clustering problem with arbitrary capacity constraints

on cluster size, aiming to maximize the intra-cluster heterogeneity and inter-cluster homogeneity.

• We propose an iterative maxima search approach composed of a local search and weak and robust

perturbation procedures to sufficiently cover the search space and balance between quality and

diversity of solutions.

• We evaluate and compare the performance of the proposed approach under different situations and

scenarios with respect to average and per-user UL and DL rates.

C. Paper Outline and Notation

The remainder of this paper is summarized as follows. Sec. II provides the system model for the CF

mMIMO. We formulate the pilot assignment problem in Sec. III and then propose the iterative maxima

search procedure in Sec. IV. The numerical results are presented in Sec. V, and finally, Sec. VI concludes

the paper.

Notation: Boldface letters denote column vectors. The superscripts (·)∗, (·)T , and (·)H indicate the

conjugate, transpose, and conjugate-transpose, respectively. The Euclidean norm and the expectation
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Fig. 1: (a) A CF mMIMO system, where M distributed APs jointly serve K UEs (K � M ). (b) A
coherence block with UL pilot training, and UL and DL data transmission phases.

operators are denoted by ‖ · ‖ and E{·}, respectively. A capital calligraphic letter specifies a set. Finally,

z ∼ CN (0, σ2) represents a circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variable z with zero mean

and variance σ2, and z ∼ N (0, σ2) denotes a real valued Gaussian random variable.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a typical CF mMIMO system, where K single-antenna UEs are jointly served by M

geographically distributed APs each equipped with L antennas (K �M ), as shown in Fig. 1a. The APs

are connected to one or multiple CPUs by unlimited and error-free fronthaul channels. The CPUs are

connected through very fast optical fibers and share the information, and every time one arbitrary CPU

is responsible for the pilot assignment. So, our approach is fully centralized, and the study of distributed
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pilot assignments is left for future work.

The channel coefficient gmk ∈ CL×1 between the m-th AP and the k-th UE is given as

gmk = β
1/2
mkhmk, (1)

where {βmk} represent the large-scale fading (LSF) coefficients, i.e., pathloss and shadowing, and {hmk}

indicate the small-scale fading coefficients which are assumed to be independent and identically distributed

(i.i.d.) normal random variables CN (0, IL). We adopt the block fading model, shown in Fig. 1b, where

time-frequency resources are divided into coherence intervals of τc channel uses in which the channel

can be approximately considered as static. The duration of the intervals is defined based on propagation

environment, UEs mobility, and carrier frequency.

Each interval is further divided into three sub-intervals such that: τc = τp+τu+τd, where τp is used for

UL pilot training, and τu and τd are used for UL and DL data transmission, respectively. We assume that

hmk stays constant during a coherence interval and is independent in different coherence intervals. We

eliminate the DL pilot training phase by assuming channel reciprocity, i.e., the same channel coefficients

for the UL and DL transmissions.

A. Uplink Pilot Training

We assume that there are only τp mutually orthogonal pilot sequences with length τp each represented

as a column φφφ ∈ Cτp×1 of a matrix Φ, for which we have ‖φφφHpkφφφpk′‖ = 1 if pk = pk′ , and ‖φφφHpkφφφpk′‖ = 0,

otherwise, and pk ∈ {1, . . . , τp} indicates the index of the pilot assigned to the kth UE.

In the UL pilot training phase, all UEs simultaneously transmit their pilots. The m-th AP receives

Yp
m =

√
τpρp

K∑
k=1

gmkφφφ
H
pk

+ Wp
m, (2)

where ρp is the normalized Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of a pilot sequence with respect to the noise

power, and Wp
m is the L × τc additive noise matrix with elements following i.i.d. ∼ CN (0, 1) random
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variables.

As shown in [2], [33], the effective channel coefficients between UE k and AP m can be estimated

employing the Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) estimator after projecting Yp
m onto φφφHk as

ĝmk= E
{

gmky̌pH
mk

}(
E
{

y̌p
mky̌

pH
mk

})−1
y̌p
mk = cmky̌p

mk, (3)

where y̌p
mk , Yp

mφφφpk , and

cmk ,
√
τpρpβmk

τpρp
∑K

k′=1 βmk′
∣∣φφφHpkφφφpk′ ∣∣2 + 1

. (4)

The l-th component’s mean-square of the estimated channel vector ĝmk can be calculated as

γmk , E
{
|[ĝmk]l|

2} =
√
τpρpβmkcmk. (5)

B. Uplink Data Transmission

In CF mMIMO, all APs and UEs share the same time-frequency resources for data transmission. In

the UL, all UEs simultaneously transmit their data to the APs. The AP m receives

yu
m =
√
ρu

K∑
k=1

gmk
√
ηkqk + wu

m, (6)

where qk is the signal transmitted by UE k with power E
{
|qk|2

}
= 1, ηk ∈ [0, 1] shows the power control

coefficient, ρu indicates the normalized UL SNR and wu
m ∼ CN (0, 1) is the additive noise at the receiver.

The Maximal Ratio (MR) combining scheme can be applied to decode the desired signal for a certain

UE k. AP m sends ĝ∗mkyu
m to the CPU for data detection. The CPU combines all the received signals for

UE k as

ruk =
M∑
m=1

L∑
l=1

[ĝmk]
∗
l [yu

m]l . (7)
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Following the same procedure as in [2], the signal then can be decomposed at the CPU as

ruk =
√
ρuηkqkE

{
M∑
m=1

L∑
l=1

[ĝmk]
∗
l [gmk]l

}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

DSk

+
√
ρuηkqk

(
M∑
m=1

L∑
l=1

[ĝmk]
∗
l [gmk]l − E

{
M∑
m=1

L∑
l=1

[ĝmk]
∗
l [gmk]l

})
︸ ︷︷ ︸

BUk

+
√
ρu

M∑
m=1

K∑
k′ 6=k

L∑
l=1

√
ηk′ [ĝmk]

∗
l [gmk′ ]l qk′︸ ︷︷ ︸

CPIk

+
M∑
m=1

L∑
l=1

[ĝmk]
∗
l [wu

m]l ,

(8)

where DSk, BUk and CPIk denoted the desired signal (DS), beamforming uncertainty (BU) and co-pilot

interference (CPI), respectively.

The UL achievable rate for UE k can be calculated as

Ru
k = log2

1 +
L2ρuηk

(∑M
m=1 γmk

)2
L2ρu

∑K
k′ 6=k ηk′

(∑M
m=1 γmk

βmk′
βmk

)2 ∣∣φφφHpkφφφpk′ ∣∣+ Lρu
∑K

k′=1 ηk′
∑M

m=1 γmkβmk′ + L
∑M

m=1 γmk

 .

(9)

C. Downlink Data Transmission

In DL, APs receive encoded data from their CPUs and carry out the transmit precoding, based on the

local CSI. The kth UE receives signal

rdk =
√
ρd

M∑
m=1

K∑
k′=1

η
1/2
mk′g

T
mkĝ

∗
mk′qk′ + wd

k , (10)

where ρd is the normalized UL SNR, and wd
k ∼ CN (0, 1) is the additive noise at the kth UE. Then qk

will be detected from rdk .

Employing a similar methodology as in the UL, the achievable DL rate for the kth UE can be derived

from
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Rd
k = log2

1 +
L2ρd

(∑M
m=1 η

1/2
mkγmk

)2
ρd
∑K

k′ 6=k

(∑M
m=1 η

1/2
mk′γmk′

βmk

βmk′

)2
|φφφHk′φφφk|

2
+ Lρd

∑K
k′=1

∑M
m=1 ηmk′γmk′βmk + 1

 .

(11)

III. PILOT ASSIGNMENT IN CF MMIMO

A. Problem formulation

The goal of the UL pilot training phase is to increase the number of effectively estimated channels or

to improve the quality of the UL channel estimation, which can be interpreted as a UL rate maximization

problem. So, an efficient pilot reuse scheme should assign pilots to UEs so that the sum of the UL rates

is maximized. Mathematically the pilot reuse problem in CF mMIMO can be formulated as

maxp

K∑
k=1

Ru
k (12a)

s.t.

p = [p1, . . . , pK ]T , (12b)

φφφpk = colpk(ΦΦΦ), (12c)

pk ∈ {1, . . . , τp}, (12d)

where the p is the pilot assignment vector and coli(ΦΦΦ) indicates the ith column of matrix ΦΦΦ.

The co-pilot interference originated from reusing the same pilot for similar UEs, i.e., geographical

closeness, common serving APs, and similar channel coefficients. So, an intelligent pilot assignment

scheme should consider the similarity among the UEs and reuse the same pilot φφφ in UEs that have higher

dissimilarities, i.e., geographically far apart or with fewer common serving APs. We hence formulate the

pilot assignment in CF mMIMO as a diverse clustering problem, where we form τp (number of available
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2: Illustrated example and comparison of the conventional clustering (a), and feasible (b) and optimal
(c) solutions for diverse clustering, with four data points and two clusters.

orthogonal pilots) clusters in such a way that UEs belonging to the same cluster have a high “dissimilarity”

or “diversity”. In the following subsection, we formulate and discuss the problem.

B. Diverse Clustering Problem

The DCP consists of the assigning of a set of K elements, i.e., UEs, into τp mutually disjoint subsets or

clusters, i.e., pilots, while the diversity among the elements in each subset, i.e., intra-cluster diversity, and

inter-cluster similarity is maximized. The inter-cluster diversity is calculated as the sum of the individual

distances between each pair of elements in clusters, where the concept of distance depends on the specific

application context. The objective is to maximize the overall diversity, i.e., the sum of the diversity of

all subsets. From the graph theory perspective, DCP can be considered as partitioning the vertices of a

complete weighted undirected graph into τp subgraphs in such a way that the total weight of the subgraphs

is maximized while applying optional constraints on the number of nodes in each subgraph.

An illustration of DCP and of the conventional clustering problem is presented in Fig. 2 for a small

configuration with four data points and two clusters. Fig. 2a shows a conventional clustering problem,

where clusters are formed in such a way to minimize inter-cluster similarity (intra-cluster diversity).

In contrast, Fig. 2b-c show two DCPs, where data points with higher dissimilarities are joining the

same cluster. Fig. 2b represents a feasible solution for DCP, in which the diversity score of one cluster
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(blue data points) is relatively higher than the other, while in the optimal solution, all clusters should have

relatively similar diversity score, as it is the case in Fig. 2c.

In general DCP can be considered as a capacitated clustering [34], [35] or maximally diverse grouping

problem [36], [37] and then formulated as a quadratic integer program as

max
X

τp∑
p=1

K−1∑
k=1

K∑
k′=k+1

xk,pxk′,pdk,k′ (13a)

s.t.

τp∑
p=1

xk,p = 1, k = 1, . . . , K, (13b)

Lk ≤
K∑
k=1

xk,p ≤ Uk, p = 1, . . . , τp, (13c)

xk,p ∈ {0, 1}, k = 1, . . . , K, p = 1, . . . , τp, (13d)

where X ∈ {0, 1}K×τp is a binary association matrix, and xk,p = 1 if element (UE) k belongs to cluster

(pilot) p, and xk,p = 0 otherwise. dk,k′ is the diversity measure between k and k′ elements, and Lb and

Ub show the minimum and maximum size of each set, respectively. The constraint (13b) guarantees that

each element is assigned to only one cluster, and (13c) forces the size of the clusters to be in the specified

range. The diversity measure can be a predefined distance function, i.e., Euclidean distance and cosine

similarity, or can be defined as a parameterized kernel and then learned by, e.g., neural networks.

This formulation favors forming fewer large-size clusters against many small-size clusters. Considering

the full interference among the nodes in each cluster (orthogonal pilot), in the pilot reuse problem,

fewer large-size clusters increase the co-pilot interference among the co-cluster UEs. So we multiply a

regularization term by the objective of the optimization problem to penalize the large-size clusters by

dividing their score by the size of clusters. This will avoid wasteful growth of the size of some clusters.

Adding a new node to a N -size cluster is interpreted as interference with all N nodes and penalized.

Hence, the new formulation will be
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max
X

τp∑
p=1

1

|Cp|

K−1∑
k=1

K∑
k′=k+1

xk,pxk′,pdk,k′

s.t.

(13b)− (13d)

(14)

where Cp is the cluster set p, and | · | shows the size of a set.

DCP is a combinatorial optimization problem and is proved to be NP-hard [38]. Typically finding the

exact solution for these problems is not computationally possible, at least when K is large.

DCP has already been investigated in the literature under different names, such as maximally diverse

grouping problem [36] and anticlustering [39], [40]. Several algorithms have already been proposed to

solve DCP, including tabu search with strategic oscillation [41], genetic algorithm [42], [43], artificial

bee colony [44], variable neighborhood search [37]. In this paper, we propose an iterative maxima search

method, adopted from [45], for pilot reuse in CF mMIMO based on DCP problem.

IV. ITERATIVE MAXIMA SEARCH FOR PILOT REUSE

The proposed approach employs an iterative maxima search procedure that integrates a local neighbor-

hood search procedure with a weak perturbation operator to improve the intensity or quality of solutions

and a robust perturbation operator to improve the diversity of the solutions by moving the search to a

distant region to avoid local optimum solutions. Before going to the details of the proposed scheme, some

concepts need to be defined.

Definition of neighborhoods: We define two different types of neighborhood: OneMove (N1) neighbor-

hood and SwapMove (N2) neighborhood. Given the pilot assignment vector p1, N1 returns all possible

solutions obtained by changing the assigned pilot of a single UE (OneMove) in such a way that the pilot

reuse capacity constraints are satisfied, while N2 returns the possible solutions obtained by exchanging

the pilots of a pair of UEs (SwapMove).

1The pilot assignment vector p is equivalent to the association matrix X in (13a), and in fact, X is the one-hot encoding version of p.
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M matrix: To improve the computational efficiency of the local search procedure, we employ a K× τp

matrix M, where mk,p ∈ M shows the sum of diversity between UE k and all UEs with pilot index p,

and having the pilot assignment vector p, calculates as mk,p =
∑K

k,k′=1,
pk′=p

dk,k′ . Calculation of this matrix

can be done in order of O(K2).

Definition of a solution: The tuple < p, c, s > refers to a solution in search space, where c is a vector

that saves the diversity index of each cluster, and s is a vector that stores the size of each cluster for a

given solution. Basically, for each solution in the search space, we save and update the tuple where the

two last elements are used to speed up the search procedure, as we will discuss later.

The overall procedure is presented in Alg. 1. The algorithm starts by generating Is random initial

feasible solutions (Alg. 2), followed by a local neighborhood search procedure (Alg. 3). The best solution

among the initial solutions is then saved for later use. It then repeats a maxima search procedure (lines

9-20) followed by a robust perturbation procedure until a certain time budget is exceeded. This iterative

maxima search procedure is composed of a weak perturbation procedure (Alg. 4) followed by a local

search procedure (Alg. 3), which will be discussed in the following subsections. In each iteration, after

employing the weak perturbation and local search procedures, the quality or fitness of the current solution

p (f(p)) is compared and used to replace the incumbent solution p∗ in case of improvement (lines 14-19).

The fitness of a solution is calculated as:

f(p) =

τp∑
p=1

1

|Cp|
∑

pk=pk′ ,
k<k′

dkk′ , (15)

where, dkk′ represents the diversity among k and k′ UEs. This fitness function basically is a weighted

average of the diversity score of different clusters, where the weight is the inverse of the cluster size.

A. Initial Feasible Solution

The Initial feasible solution procedure is presented in Alg. 2. The procedure starts by randomly assigning

each pilot to Lb UEs and then for the remaining UEs assigns a random pilot p while being sure that the
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Algorithm 1 Iterative Maxima Search for Pilot Reuse
Input: Is, tmax, α
Output: Pilot assignment vector p∗

1: Initialize empty set P0

2: for i = 1 to Is do
3: Generate initial solution p0 employing Alg. 2.
4: Update p0 employing the local search in Alg. 3.
5: Add p0 to P0.
6: end for
7: Get the best solution from P0 and save it in p
8: p∗ ← p
9: while Time() ≤ tmax do

10: Set ctr ← 0
11: while ctr < α do
12: Apply weak perturbation operator in Alg. 4 on p.
13: Update p employing local search Alg. 3.
14: if f(p) > f(p∗) then
15: p∗ ← p
16: Reset ctr ← 0
17: else
18: Increase ctr ← ctr + 1
19: end if
20: end while
21: Update p employing the robust perturbation in Alg. 5.
22: end while
23: Return p∗

Algorithm 2 Initial Feasible Solution
Input: Set of Pilots P , Set of UEs K, Lb, Ub
Output: Initial Pilot Assignment Vector p

1: for p ∈ P do
2: Randomly select Lb UEs from K and name it K′
3: Assign pilot p to UEs in K′ and update K = K \ K′
4: end for
5: while K 6= ∅ do
6: Get k ∈ K and randomly select pilot p ∈ P
7: if |C|p < Ub then
8: Assign pilot p to k and update K = K \ {k}
9: end if

10: end while
11: Return assignment vector p.

number of UEs with pilot p, |Cp|, is less than an upper bound Ub. The complexity of this algorithm is

O(K + τp).
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B. Local Neighborhood Search

The local neighborhood search procedure is presented in Alg. 3. Given the current assignment p, the

procedure probes N1(p) (lines 3-11) and N2(p) (lines 12-19) neighborhoods and iteratively updates the

incumbent solution with the better neighbor solution. The procedure repeats until the incumbent solution

finds the local optimum and can not be further improved. Given a solution < p, c, s >, the fitness of a

neighbor solution can be easily computed using the defined above matrix M. For N1 neighbors, changing

the pilot index of UE k from i to j does not change the diversity values of the UEs, except those with

pilot index i and j. Here the value of a OneMove can be determined by

∆f =
cj +mkj

sj + 1
− cj
sj

+
ci −mki

si − 1
− ci
si
, (16)

where mk,i and mk,j are the entries of matrix M and c, and s are the elements of vectors c and s,

respectively.

Also for N2 neighbors, the value of a SwapMove (exchanging the pilot index of UEs k and k′) is

determined by

∆f = (mk,pk′
−mk,pk)+(mk′,pk

−mk′,pk′
)−2dkk′ . (17)

C. Weak and robust perturbation

The weak and robust perturbation procedures are presented in Alg. 4 and Alg. 5, respectively. The weak

perturbation operator aims to jump out of the current local optimum within the iterative search procedure

by applying some assignment deterioration. The strength of the weak perturbation is controlled by ηw,

representing the number of random neighbor solutions to be checked by this operator. For each perturbation

step, the best solution among ηw2 randomly selected neighbors is compared, and the incumbent solution

is replaced in case of improvement (lines 3-7). This incumbent solution is used for the next iteration of

perturbation. The large values of ηw2 cause less deterioration of the current sample and can be set to K

to adjust the problem size.
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Algorithm 3 Local Search Procedure
Input: Set of Pilots P , Set of UEs K, p, Lb, Ub
Output: Local optimum assignment p∗

1: p∗ ← p
2: Initialize M ∈ RK×τp

3: while solution improves do
4: for k ∈ K ∧ p ∈ P do
5: if (p∗k 6= p) ∧ (Cp∗k > Lb) ∧ (Cp < Ub) then
6: Calculate ∆f by (16)
7: if ∆ > 0 then
8: Set p∗k ← p and update M
9: end if

10: end if
11: end for
12: for k, k′ ∈ K ∧ k′ > k do
13: if p∗k 6= p∗k′ then
14: Calculate ∆f by (17)
15: if ∆f > 0 then
16: Swap the pilots of k and k′ and update M
17: end if
18: end if
19: end for
20: end while
21: Return p∗

Algorithm 4 Weak Perturbation
Input: Pilot assignment vector p, ηw, ηw2
Output: Perturbed assignment p

1: for i = 1 to ηw do
2: Randomly select a neighbor solution p′ ∈ N1(p) ∪N2(p)
3: for j = 1 to ηw2 do
4: Randomly select a neighbor solution p′′ ∈ N1(p) ∪N2(p)
5: if f(p′′) > f(p’) then
6: p′ ← p′′
7: end if
8: end for
9: p← p′

10: end for
11: Return assignment vector p.

The weak perturbation helps the search procedure discover the neighborhood of the current area better,

while it is still possible that the search is trapped in a deep local optimum that weak perturbation can

not jump out of. The robust perturbation procedure consequently performs ηs moves regardless of their

values. ηs controls the strength of the robust perturbation and is empirically set to ηs = θ× K
τp

, from [45],
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Algorithm 5 Robust Perturbation
Input: Pilot assignment vector p, ηs
Output: Perturbed assignment p

1: for i = 1 to ηw do
2: Randomly select a neighbor solutions p′ ∈ N1(p) ∪N2(p)
3: p← p′
4: end for
5: Return assignment vector p.

where θ is chosen from {1, 1.5}.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Simulation setup

Let us consider M APs with L antennas and K single antenna UEs that are independently and uniformly

distributed in a 1×1 km2 square area. The wraparound technique is adopted to mitigate the network edge

and boundary effects and to model the network as if operating over an unlimited area. The large-scale

fading coefficient βmk in (1) is calculated by βmk = PLmk · 10σshzmk/10, where 10σshzmk/10 represents

the shadow fading with standard deviation σsh and zmk ∼ N (0, 1) and PLmk represents the pathloss from

UE k to AP m. In this paper, we use the three-slope path loss model presented in [2] as

PLmk =



−L− 15 log10 (d1)− 20 log10 (d0) , if dmk ≤ d0

−L− 15 log10 (d1)− 20 log10 (dmk)

if d0 < dmk ≤ d1

−L− 35 log10 (dmk) , if dmk > d1

(18)

where dmk indicates the distance between AP m and UE k, d0 and d1 are the distance thresholds, and L

is given by

L , 46.3 + 33.9 log10(f)− 13.82 log10 (hAP)

− (1.1 log10(f)− 0.7)hu + (1.56 log10(f)− 0.8) ,

(19)

where f (MHz) is the carrier frequency, and hu (m) and hAP (m) indicate the UE and AP height

respectively.
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TABLE I: Simulation setup.

Parameter Value Definition
B 20 MHz Bandwidth
hu 1.65 m UE height
hAP 15 m AP height
d0, d1 10 m, 50 m Path loss distance thresholds
kB 1.381× 10−23 (Joule per Kelvin) Boltzmann constant
T0 290 (Kelvin) Noise temperature
W 9 Noise figure
ρp 100 mW Pilot transmission power
ρu 100 mW Uplink transmission power
ρd 200 mW Downlink transmission power

Noise power is calculated by Pn = BkBT0W , where B is the bandwidth, kB denotes the Boltzmann

constant, T0 is the noise temperature and W represents the noise figure. The transmission powers of the

uplink pilot and the uplink data and downlink data are set to ρp = 100 (mW), ρu = 100 (mW), and

ρd = 200 (mW), respectively. The channel estimation overhead has been taken into account in defining

the per-user uplink throughput as T u
k = B 1−τp/τc

2
log2(1 + SINRu

k), where τc = 200 samples. The 1/2

in the above equation is due to the co-existence of the uplink and downlink traffic. We also employed

max-min power control [2] to further improve the sum throughput.

In this paper we consider the Euclidean distance for the diversity measure as dk,k′ =

√∑|F |
i=1(Uk[i]− Uk′ [i])2,

where F is the feature set (e.g., geographical coordinates) of the UEs. The definition and analysis of more

sophisticated repulsive functions are left for future work.

B. Result and discussion

This section compares the result of the proposed Iterative Maxima Search (IMS) scheme against

different pilot assignment strategies. In particular, the random and greedy pilot assignments from [2], the

repulsive clustering [32] and the Ideal solution are chosen for evaluation. The ideal solution represents

the unreachable upper bound, where there is no pilot contamination (i.e., CPIk = 0 in (8)) and the

channels can be perfectly estimated only having one single pilot. Two different variants of our algorithm

are considered: equal size (ES) clusters and variable size (VS) clusters. The former keeps Lb = Ub, while

the latter does not have such constraint, and the algorithm can form clusters of any size.
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Fig. 3: Cumulative distribution of the per-user uplink and downlink throughput for different pilot
assignment strategies for a small-scale scenario, M = 50, K = 12, L = 1, and τp = 3.

Fig. 3 shows the per-user throughput Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of different pilot reuse

policies for the small-scale scenario for the sake of comparison with the exhaustive search. (As the

complexity of exhaustive search grows exponentially with the number of UEs, calculating its performance

for large M is not possible.) The figure shows that the proposed method outperforms other approaches

both in UL and DL and works almost as well as the optimal pilot reuse obtained by exhaustive search,

but with far less complexity.

The cumulative distribution of the per-user uplink and downlink throughput of different pilot assignment
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Fig. 4: Cumulative distribution of the per-user uplink and downlink throughput for different pilot
assignment strategies, K = 40, τp = 10, and M = 200.

strategies for different numbers of antennas L is shown in Fig. 4. The superiority of the proposed scheme

against other approaches is evident from the figure. It can also be seen from the figure that increasing

the number of antennas per AP will increase the rate in all schemes while the gap between the proposed

scheme and other algorithms also increases, which is reasonable as our scheme generates less co-pilot

interference by properly utilizing the available resources.

Tab. II shows the 95th percentile of the per-user throughput extracted from Fig. 4, where it can be

seen that increasing the number of APs’ antennas from L = 1 to L = 3 increases the 95th percentile by
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TABLE II: 95th percentile of per-user uplink and downlink throughput for different values of L, when
K = 40, τp = 10, and M = 200.

Approach UL DL
L=1 L=3 L=1 L=3

Random 2.93 6.49 1.43 3.31
Greedy 3.49 7.59 1.68 4.16
Repulsive 4.59 10.52 2.69 6.80
IMS (ES) 4.62 10.71 2.73 6.90
IMS (VS) 4.63 10.68 2.72 6.88
Ideal 5.40 12.20 4.18 10.09
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Fig. 5: Average uplink and downlink throughput for different pilot assignment strategies, K = 40, τp = 10.
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Fig. 6: Average uplink throughput for different numbers of UEs, M = 100 and τp = 10.

2.3x for uplink and 2.5x for downlink. Compared to other schemes, our approach performs slightly better

than repulsive clustering, but it improves the 95th percentile rate by 1.13 Mbps (≈ 32%) in uplink and

1.05 Mbps (≈ 62%) in downlink over a greedy pilot assignment scheme, when L = 1. These values for

L = 3 are 3.12 Mbps (≈ 38%) and 2.74 Mbps (≈ 65%).

Fig. 5 compares the average uplink and downlink throughput against different numbers of APs for

different pilot reuse schemes. By increasing the number of APs, the average throughput increases in both

uplink and downlink. Also, the performance of the multiple-antenna APs is always better than that of

single-antenna APs. For example, having 100 APs with three antennas (300 antennas in total) performs
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better than 300 single-antenna APs. This comes from the fact that increasing L makes the channel more

favorable [46] and reduces inter-user interference. It also increases the array gain, which has already been

discussed and analyzed in [47].

The average uplink and downlink throughput of different pilot assignment schemes against the number

of UEs is illustrated in Fig. 6. It can be seen from the figure that increasing the number of UEs in the

network, while the number of APs is fixed, will decrease the average throughput. The throughput reduction

ratio is different for the pilot assignment policies, and in our approach it is lower than in the random and

greedy schemes. This shows the reliability of our approach in large-scale scenarios.

Fig. 7 presents the average uplink and downlink throughput with respect to the number of orthogonal

pilots (τp) for different pilot assignment schemes, while the size of the coherence block is fixed. An

interesting fact that can be seen in the figures is that increasing the number of pilots increases the

performance only up to a certain point, after which the performance starts decreasing. This shows the

necessity of finding the optimal number of pilots, which is outside this paper’s scope and is left for future

research.

Fig. 8 shows the 95th percentile rate of the proposed schemes in the presence of errors in the UEs

locations estimation. As seen in the figure, the proposed algorithms, until a certain level, are robust

against errors, and the system performance is not affected much when the error in the location estimation

is less than 100 meters. Even after that, the rate is higher than in random and greedy schemes.

Fig. 9 shows the uplink and downlink throughput for UEs when the CSI (LSF) and/or UE’s locations

are considered as input features in our clustering algorithm. The figure shows that both features provide

relatively similar results, so each can be used as input when the other feature’s data is unavailable. It can

also be seen that combining both features does not provide better solutions, and considering only one

feature space is enough.
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VI. CONCLUSION

CF mMIMO will be an essential part of future wireless communication systems, given its capability of

providing uniform service for the UEs. The performance of these systems can still be further improved

before it becomes a functional and operational technology. Pilot contamination is recognized as an

undesirable effect that can highly degrade the performance of CF mMIMO when the UEs share the

same pilot. In this paper, we formulated pilot assignment in CF mMIMO systems as a DCP problem

and proposed an iterative maxima search approach to solve it. Numerical results show the proposed
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scheme’s effectiveness compared to other approaches from the literature. In future works, we will expand

our approach by replacing the Euclidean distance with more sophisticated and parameterized diversity

functions, i.e., Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) that consider different networking factors such as AP

locations, and the density of UEs and APs. Another extension will consider pilot assignment jointly with

pilot power control, which can further improve the channel estimation performance. The scalability of

different pilot assignment strategies is another factor that should be considered in future research.
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